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.Hunters, fishers, campers, sportsmen . . no matter your outdoor passion, The Pocket Hunting &
Fishing Guide, the handy information to water and woodland wisdom, belongs in your kit. This
easily sized and whimsical handbook will educate you on all the best outdoor secrets, from
crayfish catching to moose hunting, restoring rubber to dressing for dry times on the
hunt.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad selection of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts.The Pocket Hunting & Fishing Guide features:Intriguing info about hunting and the
huntedSecrets of successfully keeping fishNatural bait riddles solved!How exactly to forecast
weatherSecrets of canoe safetyDowning that deer!Tips on clothing, equipment, and what to
wearPlus so much more to make the next outing to field or stream successful! We publish books
on deer hunting, big video game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting,
deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and even more. Plus, The
Pocket Hunting & Fishing Guidebook is packed to the brim with interesting drawings and stepby-stage illustrations. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun
collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun fix, and wilderness
survival.Packed with pertinent points and accurate, easy-to-follow advice, this is actually the
guide every sportsmen should carry when they head to the great outdoors. While not every
title we publish turns into a New York Instances bestseller or a nationwide bestseller, we are
focused on publishing books on topics that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers also
to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Fine idea, but poor execution. It kind of falls in between, which left it feeling very boring for me.
What I thought will be a fairly modern text with some simple knowledge, and also tips and tricks,
appears to be more of a reprint of a reserve from the 50's or 60's or even older. Five Stars
Good book! I love the "experience" of it in that regard, but that's about all I loved about the
book. Throw and old looking cover on it and call it nostalgic and you probably have a winner
for that category, but as a reference/help for the modern hunter, I provide this reserve a pass. I
hate to say this, but I'm fairly disappointed in this reserve. I also felt that the information is not
organized well. Important thing, I would not recommend this book. I believe new hunters would
be better offered with other resources, and hunters who've been taking game for quite some
time probably already have the majority of this knowledge at their disposal. To put it simply, it
feels like there is not enough info for a newbie or anyone who has been trying to find years. It
puts me at heart of a vintage bushcrafting book I have.
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